
SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT  

SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS  

BY NAV24 SP. Z O.O. 

 

 

This subscription agreement and the license terms (hereinafter referred to as: “License Terms”) apply 

to computer programs or their fragments (NAV24’S SOFTWARE) created or developed by NAV24 sp. z 

o.o. with its registered office in Bielsko-Biała (43-300), Towarowa 2/2200, registered in the Register 

Entrepreneurs of the National Court Register kept by the District Court in Bielsko-Biała, VIII 

Commercial Division of the National Court Register No. 0000481874, fiscal identification number 

(NIP): 5472148066, statistical number (REGON): 243394657  (hereinafter referred to as: “NAV24”) and 

apply to the entity (hereinafter referred to as: "CLIENT"), who is authorized to use NAV24’S SOFTWARE 

on the terms set out below. 

 

These License Terms are independent of, but at the same time constitute a supplement to the 

Microsoft Software License Terms governing the use of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 

software (hereinafter referred to as: "SOFTWARE") and the software license terms, including updates 

provided by Third Parties to SOFTWARE (hereinafter referred to as: "OFT SOFTWARE") and apply to 

software modifications created or developed by NAV24 sp. z o.o. (NAV24’S MODIFICATIONS) with 

documentation. These License Terms also apply to CLIENTS’s affiliates as defined in  the agreement 

between CLIENT and NAV24, if applicable. 

 

I. SUBSCRIPTION TO NAV24’S SOFTWARE 

1. Pursuant HERETO, CLIENT purchases a subscription to NAV24’S. A detailed list of NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE covered by the provisions hereof and these License Terms is included in the agreement 

or in the order (in particular as part of orders for NAV24 to provide development services under 

the concluded maintenance and development agreement), to which this subscription agreement 

and these License Terms constitute attachment.  

2. Under this subscription agreement, NAV24 undertakes to provide CLIENT with a subscription to 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE for the period selected by CLIENT and under the conditions set out below. 

Purchasing a subscription is tantamount to granting CLIENT a License for NAV24’S SOFTWARE, and 

this License lasts as long as the subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE is valid, and thus License for 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE is closely related to the subscription (and vice versa). 



3. Subscription for NAV24’S SOFTWARE is granted either for a period of 12 months (1 year) with a 

one-year billing period or for an indefinite period with a monthly billing period. This period is 

counted from the 1st calendar month following the month in which NAV24’S SOFTWARE was 

launched in CLIENT's infrastructure.  

4. Subscription for NAV24’S SOFTWARE - depending on the indication in the contract or in the order 

to which this subscription agreement and these License Terms are attached - is granted: 

a. for the benefit of the entire CLIENT’S enterprise (per business model), and thus the number of 

Licenses or End Users who will use NAV24’S SOFTWARE at CLIENT’S enterprise is irrelevant; 

b. is granted in the amount corresponding to the number of SOFTWARE licenses (the number of 

full SOFTWARE users) -(per user model). NAV24 declares and CLIENT confirms the fact that the 

number of licenses for NAV24’S SOFTWARE must always match and correspond to the number 

of licenses (the number of full users of SOFTWARE) purchased by CLIENT for SOFTWARE and 

OFT SOFTWARE. 

5. Under each of the two subscription models (indicated in section 4 above), NAV24’S SOFTWARE 

may be used by any number of users at CLIENT’S, by which means natural persons using NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE in CLIENT’S enterprise, hereinafter referred to as: "User" or "End User". User is the 

authorized personnel of CLIENT, i.e. persons employed by CLIENT under employment contracts or 

related to CLIENT under a permanent contract of mandate, whereby CLIENT bears full liability for 

User's compliance with the terms and conditions contained herein as for its own actions or 

omissions.  

6. In the case referred to in section 4 point b above, in the event of a change in the number of licenses 

(the number of full users of SOFTWARE) for SOFTWARE and OFT SOFTWARE, the number of 

Licenses for NAV24’S SOFTWARE is also automatically changed, so that this number is always 

consistent with each other, in accordance with the requirement of section 4 point b above. In this 

case, the reduction of the number of Licenses does not affect the subscription fee already paid by 

CLIENT for the given settlement period, and CLIENT is not entitled to a claim for reimbursement. 

Increasing the number of Licenses will be carried out by NAV24 automatically. In such a case, 

CLIENT is obliged to pay a proportional subscription fee for the increased number of Licenses for 

the current billing period and to pay an increased subscription fee for subsequent billing periods. 

7. For NAV24’S SOFTWARE subscription, CLIENT is obliged to pay the subscription fees on time, and 

this payment will be made on the basis of electronic invoices issued by NAV24, which CLIENT 

accepts, and the payment deadline will be 14 calendar days from the date of invoice delivery. This 

fee:  



a. In the case indicated in section 4 point a above is fixed (does not depend on the number of 

Licenses or Users), and the original fee is indicated in the contract or in the order to which this 

Subscription Agreement and the License Terms are attached;  

b. In the case indicated in section 4 point b above is the product of the number of Licenses and 

the fee for one License. The original fee is indicated in the contract or in the order to which this 

Subscription Agreement and the License Terms are attached. In the event that the number of 

Licenses changes during NAV24’S SOFTWARE subscription, CLIENT is obliged to pay the 

appropriately changed fee, in accordance with the provisions of section 6 above. 

8. CLIENT pays subscription fees for NAV24’S SOFTWARE in advance for the next billing period (1 

year or month). The first subscription fee is paid by CLIENT in advance on the date specified in the 

contract or in the order to which this Subscription Agreement and the License Terms are attached, 

based on an invoice issued by NAV24 and delivered to CLIENT.  

9. Depending on the option selected by CLIENT, the subscription settlement period is:  

a. 1 calendar year - in the case of subscriptions purchased for a period of 1 year;  

b. 1 calendar month - in the case of subscription for an indefinite period. 

10. Subscription fees, regardless of the settlement model indicated in section 9 above (both in the 

case referred to in section 4 point a and point b above) are subject to annual indexation by the 

annual index of prices and consumer goods published by the President of the Central Statistical 

Office. In order to avoid any doubts, the subject of indexation will always be the amount of the 

subscription fee already indexed according to the inflation rate for previous years, and not the 

original rate of the subscription fee each time. The indexation of the subscription fee made by 

NAV24 does not constitute and does not require an amendment hereto, but only informing CLIENT 

about the new amount of the subscription fee. In order to notify the new amount of the 

subscription fee, it is enough to send CLIENT an invoice for the subscription fee for the next period 

with the adjusted rate. In addition, regardless of the above right to index, NAV24 has the right to 

make changes (including increasing) of the subscription fees, which will neither require nor 

constitute an amendment hereto or the agreement/order to which this subscription agreement 

and the License Terms are attached, and only informing CLIENT about the new subscription fee 

rate, which can also be done by sending an invoice for the next billing period (1 year or month) 

for the changed (including increased) rate. 

11. If CLIENT has purchased a subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE for a 1 year period, this subscription 

is automatically extended for subsequent periods of 1 year 

12. CLIENT has the right to resign from the automatic extension of NAV24’S SOFTWARE subscription 

for subsequent 1-year periods, provided that NAV24 is provided with relevant information in this 



regard to the e-mail address: produkty@nav24.pl, no later than 1 calendar month before the end 

of the given period (annual billing period). The date of submission of this declaration is the date 

of delivery of this e-mail information to NAV24. In the absence of timely submission of this 

information, NAV24’S SOFTWARE subscription is automatically extended for another 1-year 

period, and CLIENT is obliged to pay the subscription fee in the appropriate amount. 

13. CLIENT also has the right to resign (terminate) the subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE purchased 

for an indefinite period with a monthly billing period at any time. In such a case, CLIENT is obliged 

to send NAV24 relevant information in this regard (constituting termination of the subscription) 

to the e-mail address: produkty@nav24.pl. This termination is made with a 1-month notice period 

with effect at the end of the calendar month.  

14. NAV24 is entitled to terminate the legal relationship of subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE with 

immediate effect, without the need to observe the notice period in the following cases:  

a. CLIENT's default or delay in payment of any amounts due for subscription to NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE for a period of at least 14 calendar days;  

b. gross violation by CLIENT of the provisions hereof, i.e. this Subscription Agreement and the 

License Terms. 

15. Termination of the legal relationship of the subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE (regardless of the 

manner or form, in particular as a result of its termination or resignation by CLIENT from its 

automatic renewal) is tantamount to termination and forfeiting of NAV24’S SOFTWARE License, 

and thus CLIENT loses the right to use NAV24’S SOFTWARE and will be obliged to stop using 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE. 

 

II. GRANTING OF LICENSE 

1. Pursuant HERETO, provided that CLIENT purchases a subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE (i.e. pays 

the appropriate subscription fee), NAV24 grants CLIENT a paid, non-exclusive, territorially 

unlimited and non-transferable (subject to the express exceptions set out below) right to use 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its documentation (License), only for the purposes of CLIENT's business 

activity.  

2. NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its documentation may be used only by End Users of CLIENT, and CLIENT 

bears full liability for End Users' compliance with the terms and conditions contained herein as for 

its own actions or omissions.  

3. CLIENT’S License granted for NAV24’S SOFTWARE covers the following fields of use: 

a. in the field of computer software - permanent or temporary reproduction (taking into account 

the remaining provisions of these License Terms and applicable copyright law) of NAV24’S 
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SOFTWARE in whole or in part by any means and in any form, including to the extent necessary 

for the introduction, display, use and storage NAV24’S SOFTWARE as part of the business 

activity conducted by CLIENT.  

b. in terms of documentation - recording and reproduction in whole or in part by any means and 

in any form, including digital technology, to the extent necessary to use the documentation for 

the purpose of using NAV24’S SOFTWARE as part of the business activity conducted by CLIENT. 

4. License is limited to NAV24’S SOFTWARE version that has been paid for with the appropriate 

license fee. One license for NAV24’S SOFTWARE (unless NAV24’S SOFTWARE subscription is 

granted per business model) grants CLIENT the right to operate only one (1) server (database) of 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE at any time and with any number of Users connected to the server.  

5. In the event that CLIENT, as part of the purchased subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE, acquires 

additional NAV24’S SOFTWARE or an additional part thereof (including subsequent versions or 

changes of NAV24’S SOFTWARE) or additional documentation, these License Terms automatically 

cover such changed NAV24’S SOFTWARE, its additional part, additional documentation and 

changes thereto unless covered by a separate license agreement. 

6. In the event of termination of the legal relationship of the subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE, 

this License expires upon termination of the legal relationship of the subscription to NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE. In this respect, the provisions of point VII section 4 and 5 below apply. 

7. In connection with the granting of the License for NAV24’S SOFTWARE, CLIENT declares to have 

sufficient number (in terms of the number of End Users or devices) of appropriate licenses for  

SOFTWARE or OFT SOFTWARE from Microsoft or OFT, which are necessary to use NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE. 

8. NAV24 declares and CLIENT acknowledges that at the stage of installing or updating of NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE, CLIENT may need to purchase additional objects (tables, codeunits, reports, etc.) in 

the amount used in a given NAV24’S SOFTWARE. NAV24, in such a case, will inform CLIENT about 

this necessity together with the presentation of the price in this regard (this section 8 does not 

apply to the software as a service model). 

 

 

 

 

III. COPYRIGHTS 

1. NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its documentation are protected by the law on business secrets, 

copyright law and regulations on other intellectual property rights. NAV24 retains the copyright 



and other intellectual property rights in and to NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its documentation and to 

all copies, extracts and translations. As part of the license fee paid, CLIENT is provided with a 

medium or file containing NAV24’S SOFTWARE and documentation. CLIENT is not authorized to 

make changes to NAV24’S SOFTWARE or to remove any markings or notices related to or 

contained in NAV24’S SOFTWARE (including backup copies) and documentation, regarding 

copyrights, trademarks and any other rights of NAV24 or third parties. 

2. These License Terms and the License granted on their basis apply to NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its 

documentation, as well as modifications, improvements and other changes to NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE or NAV24’S SOFTWARE documentation made by NAV24, delivered to CLIENT during 

the license period after paying the appropriate license fee.  

3. CLIENT confirms that the use of NAV24’S SOFTWARE described in these License Terms is not 

subject to the licensing rules set out in the Microsoft license agreements, including the Microsoft 

Software License Terms. 

 

IV. UPGRADE. LIABILITY 

1. In the case of having a purchased (paid for a given period) subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE, 

CLIENT may receive another version of NAV24’S SOFTWARE (Upgrade) to a newer version of 

SOFTWARE or OFT SOFTWARE, for which CLIENT will acquire a valid license. The possibility for 

CLIENT to receive the next version of NAV24’S SOFTWARE (Upgrade) depends on CLIENT having a 

purchased subscription, in accordance with the provisions of point I above.  

2. CLIENT accepts that NAV24, and not Microsoft or OFT, bears (unless the provisions of these 

License Terms expressly state otherwise) liability for NAV24’S SOFTWARE and any effects thereof 

on the functionality of SOFTWARE, OFT SOFTWARE, related documentation, as well as on systems 

or CLIENT’S activity. NAV24's total liability for claims arising from these License Terms (including 

damages and other similar benefits, in particular for damages related to NAV24’S SOFTWARE), in 

no case exceeds the amount of remuneration paid by CLIENT for the license fee for NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE and documentation. NAV24's liability for damages resulting from NAV24’S SOFTWARE 

(including their interaction with SOFTWARE or OFT SOFTWARE) is limited to actual losses caused 

by NAV24's willful misconduct. In no case NAV24 is liable to for damage in the form of lost profits. 

3. NAV24 declares that the development and maintenance of NAV24’S SOFTWARE, including the 

development of its subsequent versions (updates) are the exclusive right of NAV24, who may 

decide to cease further development and maintenance of the given NAV24’S SOFTWARE, in 

particular the development of its subsequent versions (updates). In such a case, CIENT is not 

entitled to any claims against NAV24 in this respect. 



 

V. LIMITATIONS AND DISCLAIMERS 

1. Throughout the entire period of License (regardless of the fact of further, possible cooperation 

with NAV24 or lack of it), CLIENT:  

1) may not copy NAV24’S SOFTWARE, except for making a backup copy for installation or data 

archive purposes. The backup cannot be used simultaneously with NAV24’S SOFTWARE;  

2) is not authorized to rebuild, disassemble, decompile of NAV24’S SOFTWARE or to make other 

attempts to study and decipher the source code or structural framework of NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE, with the exception of: 

a)  observe, study and test the functioning of NAV24’S SOFTWARE in order to learn its ideas 

and principles, if, being authorized by NAV24, it does so while displaying, introducing, using, 

transferring or storing NAV24’S SOFTWARE,  

b) duplicating the code or translating its form, if it turns out to be necessary to obtain 

information necessary to achieve interoperability of an independently created computer 

program with SOFTWARE, provided that the following conditions are met: 

i. activities will be performed by CLIENT or another person acting on behalf of CLIENT,  

ii. the information necessary to achieve cooperation was not previously readily available 

to CLIENT or a person acting on behalf of CLIENT,  

iii. these activities relate only to the parts of NAV24’S SOFTWARE that are necessary to 

achieve interoperability. 

3) is not entitled to adapt, modify, change, translate NAV24’S SOFTWARE, which could result in 

derivative or derivative works, or create any derivative or derivative works or works based on 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE;  

4) is not entitled to remove, change or hide any information about copyrights or industrial 

property rights or other proprietary rights relating to NAV24’S SOFTWARE;  

5) cannot circumvent or attempt to circumvent any methods used by NAV24 to control access to 

the components and functions of NAV24’S SOFTWARE,  

6) may not use NAV24’S SOFTWARE to create a competitive product or software or in any other 

way not specified in License;  

7) may not use NAV24’S SOFTWARE to transmit viruses that infect software or other harmful 

computer code, files or programs; bypass, disable or otherwise interfere with the security-

related functions of NAV24’S SOFTWARE 

 

The information referred to in section 1 point 2) above may not be:  



1) used for purposes other than achieving interoperability of an independently created 

computer program,  

2) transferred to other persons, unless it is necessary to achieve interoperability of an 

independently created computer program,  

3) used to develop, produce or market a computer program with a substantially similar form of 

expression as NAV24’S SOFTWARE, OFT SOFTWARE or for other activities infringing NAV24, 

OFT or Microsoft copyrights. 

 

Throughout the term of License (regardless of further possible cooperation with NAV24 or lack 

thereof), CLIENT is not entitled to perform actions not covered by License, including assignment, 

distribution, sublicensing, rental, lending, any other distribution of NAV24’S SOFTWARE and/or its 

documentation to third parties, as well as making or allowing a third party to make any changes to 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE - without the prior written consent of NAV24, reserved under pain of nullity. 

Granting consent or providing NAV24’S SOFTWARE or its documentation to a third party may be 

subject to additional fees. NAV24's written consent to the assignment of rights and obligations relating 

to NAV24’S SOFTWARE and documentation by CLIENT to a third party may only take place if CLIENT 

intends to transfer the entire NAV24’S SOFTWARE (without retaining a copy, including a backup copy) 

to a third party, and the purchaser agrees in writing to be bound by these License Terms. NAV24 may 

refuse to give consent in the event of a justified reason, e.g. prior violation of these License Terms by 

CLIENT (e.g. unlawful changes, copies, sharing or transferring NAV24’S SOFTWARE to third parties). 

 

CLIENT consents to the exchange of information between NAV24 (or entities cooperating with NAV24) 

and Microsoft or OFT, to the extent required by Microsoft or OFT as to the use of e.g. from NAV24’S 

SOFTWARE and documentation), as well as necessary for CLIENT to receive Microsoft or OFT services 

and communications and to verify CLIENT's compliance with the provisions of separate license 

agreements concluded by CLIENT with Microsoft (including Microsoft Software License Terms). 

 

VI. GUARANTEE 

1. NAV24 undertakes and guarantees that NAV24’S SOFTWARE in the unmodified standard version 

provided by NAV24 will function - subject to the following section of this paragraph - in accordance 

with the accompanying documentation for a period of 12 months from the date of receipt of 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE, i.e. there will be no significant error in the program, so the malfunction of 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE, resulting in complete inability to use NAV24’S SOFTWARE or such limitation 

of its use that it ceases to fulfill its basic functions. An example of a significant error is the inability 



to launch NAV24’S SOFTWARE, no read/write from the database, data loss or data integrity, the 

user cannot log in, unavailability of critical functions of NAV24’S SOFTWARE. 

2. In the event that CLIENT receives from NAV24 a new version of NAV24’S SOFTWARE (Upgrade) to 

a newer version of SOFTWARE or OFT SOFTWARE, pursuant to the provisions of point IV above, 

the guarantee granted is each time (after each update) extended for another period of 12 calendar 

months.  

3. Guarantee for NAV24’S SOFTWARE granted by NAV24 to CLIENT expires in the following cases 

(depending on which of the following circumstances occurs first): 

a. the expiry of 12 calendar months from the date of granting License - subject to the provisions of 

section 2 above, i.e. in the case where the guarantee has been extended as a result of updating 

NAV24’S SOFTWARE, the guarantee expires after 12 calendar months from the date NAV24 

updated NAV24’S SOFTWARE, or  

b. updating to a newer version of SOFTWARE or OFT SOFTWARE - even if this circumstance 

occurred before the expiry of 12 calendar months from the date of granting the License - 

provided that NAV24’S SOFTWARE was not upgraded (Upgrade) to a newer version due to the 

fault of CLIENT;  

c. termination, regardless of the method (termination, termination by notice, lack of extension by 

CLIENT) of the subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE. 

4. If, during the guarantee period, CLIENT presents in writing or electronically, documents showing 

a significant error in NAV24’S SOFTWARE, NAV24 at its own discretion:  

a. provide, at its own expense, a new, error-free version of NAV24’S SOFTWARE or a defect-free 

medium containing NAV24’S SOFTWARE, or  

b. correct the error or defect at its own expense, or  

c. refund the license fee paid by CLIENT for NAV24’S SOFTWARE to which the error/defect/fault 

relates.  

5. Guarantee does not apply if an error or defect in NAV24’S SOFTWARE resulted from events beyond 

the control of NAV24, including in particular as a result of actions (actions or omissions) of CLIENT 

itself, its employees or associates, a third party, as a result of force majeure or as a result of the 

use of NAV24’S SOFTWARE contrary to the documentation or License Terms. Any changes, 

interventions or attempts to alter or interfere with NAV24’S SOFTWARE in any scope by anyone 

outside NAV24 (including CLIENT) automatically voids the guarantee.  

6. The above is the only guarantee provided by NAV24. The parties exclude NAV24's liability under 

the statutory warranty for defects in NAV24’S SOFTWARE. 

 



VII. TERMINATION 

1. License is granted for the duration of  NAV24 SOFTWARE subscription purchased by CLIENT.  

2. In the event of a breach of these License Terms by CLIENT, NAV24 is entitled to terminate License 

with immediate effect.  

3. CLIENT may terminate License at any time with a month's notice, effective at the end of the 

calendar month, by informing NAV24 in writing or by e-mail to the following address: 

produkty@nav24.pl. Termination of the License by CLIENT is tantamount to termination of NAV24 

SOFTWARE subscription, which expires upon expiry of License termination period. In such a case, 

if CLIENT has purchased a subscription to NAV24’S SOFTWARE for a period of 1 year, due to the 

fact that the subscription fee was already paid by CLIENT for the entire year in advance, NAV24 is 

not obliged to settle it proportionally and return part of this fee and CLIENT is not entitled to a 

claim for reimbursement. 

4. Upon termination of License (subscription), CLIENT is obliged to immediately stop using NAV24’s 

SOFTWARE and its documentation and completely remove NAV24’S SOFTWARE and its 

documentation, as well as to destroy the original copy of NAV24 SOFTWARE and its 

documentation and their copies, including a backup copy of NAV24’S SOFTWARE made for 

installation or archival purposes - without compensation and at your own expense. 

5. CLIENT is obliged to immediately, not later than within 2 working days from the date of expiry of 

License (subscription), confirm NAV24 in writing, the fulfillment of the above-mentioned 

obligations. 

 

 

 

 

 

VIII. FINAL PROVISIONS 

1. These License Terms and Subscription Agreement are subject to the provisions of Polish law, in 

particular copyright law.  

2. Disputes arising in connection with these License Terms or the subscription agreement will be 

settled by the common court competent for the registered office of NAV24.  

3. Changes to these License Terms or the subscription agreement must be made in writing under 

pain of nullity. 
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